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The B G News
Bowling Green State University

November 19, 1981

Soviet Union accuses
Reagan of propaganda
in arms reduction plan
WASHINGTON (AP) - Staking out his
claim as a man of peace, President
Ronald Reagan laid before the world
yesterday a tour-step plan for sheathing nuclear weapons and pulling back
troops in Europe, challenging the
Soviet Union to "share our commitment" to arms reduction.
"With Soviet agreement, we could
together substantially reduce the
dread threat of nuclear war which
hangs over the people of Europe," the
!'resident said. "This, like the first
ootstep on the moon, would be a giant
step for mankind."
Reagan offered to cancel U.S. deployment of medium-range nuclear
missiles in Europe if the Soviets
would dismantle the 600 missiles it
now has trained on European targets.
He called, too, for slashes in conventional forces and new efforts to scale
down the nuclear weaponry the superpowers aim at one another.
And last, he asked new efforts to
guarantee nuclear war will never
erupt through "uncertainty or miscalculation."
But Moscow quickly rejected the
president's initiative as propaganda
designed to cloak an American attempt to gain military superiority
"through the back door." While Tass
used those words, another Soviet
news agency, Novosti, said Kremlin
acceptance would "actually mean the
Soviet Union's unilateral disarmament."
REAGAN'S SPEECH to the National Press Club was designed to
smooth relations with America's allies in Europe and to counter the
growing peace movement abroad. It
was beamed live via satellite to European stations and the International
Communication Agency estimated
that by evening it would be seen by 200
million people around the world.

Deputy White House press secretary Larry Speakes said the president
was "extremely pleased by the initial
reaction," to his proposals, especially
from Europe.
Reagan called attention to 1,100
warheads on 600 SS-20, SS-4 and SS-5
medium range mobile missiles
trained on western Europe and said if
they are removed, "the United States
is prepared to cancel its deployment
of Pershing II and ground launch
cruise missiles."
He said also that he has proposed to
Soviet President Leonid Brezhnev to
open negotiations as early as next
year - to be called START for Strategic Arms Reduction Talks - to "see
now far we can go in achieving truly
substantial reductions in our strategic
arsenals."

REAGAN ASKED the Soviets to
pull back come of their conventional
forces, saying there could be "no
more convincing contribution to
peace in Europe and in the world."
And, finally, he renewed a proposal
for a conference - and an invitation
for the Soviets to join it - to reduce the
risks of "chance of war arising out of
uncertainty or miscalculation. '
The president promised that "no
NATO weapons, conventional or nuclear, will ever be used in Europe
except in response to attack." But he
said "the momentum of the continuing Soviet military build-up threatens
both the conventional and the nuclear
balance."
It was Reagan's first major foreign
policy speech.
Canceling deployment of 572 new
cruise and Pershing II missiles in
Europe and a dismantling of the Soviet SS-20, SS-4, and SS-5 missiles
would eliminate intermediate range
nuclear forces in Europe.

SERENATA LATINO

A miinbw of the Los Charros dancers of Toledo, steadies a Iray holding glasses ol
water during a Mexican lolk-dance at last night's 4th annual Latin American Carnival.
The carnival was held In the Student Services forum and offered ethnic foods, cratts
as well as dancing to the audience.
The theme for this year's carnival, Serenata Latino, was chosen to make it a night
club-style event with singers and dancers circulating like they would in a Spanish dinner club.

staff photo by
Dean Koepfler

Committee plans elections, constitution changes
by Scott Sleek
News staff reporter

Persons filling out ballots will be checked to see that
they live in the proper district of the person they are
voting for.
Election procedures for student government represenEach candidate will be limited to 50 expenditures for
tatives and changes to make in the student body constitu- campaigning, and rules for campaigning will be given to
tion were discussed at a meeting of the constitutional them when they pick up their petition. They must have 25
steering committee Tuesday night.
signatures on the petitions.
Mike Grayson, Student Consumer Union representative
to the steering committee, and Shelly Giterman, acting
SIGNATURES on the petitions will be checked and
vice president of the student body, gave a report on persons running for office will be notified as soon as
decisions made at a meeting of the Elections and Opinions possible as to their eligibility.
Board.
Giterman said there was a complaint about the solicitGiterman said the board decided to hold two elections ing procedures of the constitution election, and Grayson
this year. One election will take place on Wednesday, Jan. said it will be the responsibility of the individual in the
20, and Thursday, Jan. 21, in which officers will serve on next election to vote.
an interim basis, and the normal election outlined in the
Complaints about election procedures will be taken 24
constitution will be the fifth week of spring quarter.
hours after the elections, and hearings will be set up with
District representatives will carry over their positions the Elections and Opinions Board.
until fall elections, Giterman added.
There will be more privacy in marking ballots, and
"We decided after some discussion to have a two day ballots will be manually counted rather than processed by
polling period again," Grayson said. "We thought that a computer, Grayson said.
would help with turn-out."
"We will make a definite attempt to get the most
PERSONS WISHING to run for office must obtain a privacy a person can get in marking the ballot," he said.
petition and have it signed by students, and Grayson said
Petitions are due the Wednesday before elections,
that petitions will be available on Monday, Nov. 23.
Giterman said.
He explained that district representatives must only
Residential districts were also outlined at the meeting.
have signatures of persons within their district.

THERE ARE a total of 10 district representatives < if the
steering committee sticks with a prescribed number of 30)
and these are divided into five off-campus representatives
and five on-campus.
Districts were divided so that each district had approximately the same population, Bruce Johnson, Academic
Affairs Coordinator for the student body, said.
District one covers Offenhauer Towers and MacDonald
North and East, district two covers MacDonald West,
Treadway and Harmon, Prout, women's greek units and
the French house.
Mooney, Lowry, Kohl, Rodgers, living units on old
fraternity row, and the Sigma Alpha Epsilon and Kappa
Sigma houses will comprise the third district.
District four will consist of Harshman quadrangle and
the other six small living units in new fraternity row, and
district five will include Conklin and Kreischer quadrangle.
Off-campus representatives will be lumped into one
district. Grayson said this is because there was no
information easily obtainable on how many persons live in
different areas off-campus.
Dr. Donald Ragusa, dean of students, said this is all
contingent on the other elements of the constitution that
the Board of Trustees tabled on Friday.

THE BOARD also discussed changes to parts of the
constitution that the Board did not approve.
Ragusa said the committee had a lot of leeway in
making the changes.
•There was really no very personal feedback as to what
they (the Board) meant when they passed the decision
down as they did." he said.
In the stipulation that elected officers and representatives be students at the University 1 full academic year,
Ragusa said "1 full academic year" needed to be defined
in regards to the semester conversion.
Some members voiced concern that a person who has
taken few courses per quarter and has had little involvement at the University during that year could run for
office and that it is important for candidates to be familiar
with the University.
The committee decided to leave the ruling as it is.
The committee voted to strike out the work ' 'entire" in a
section that denotes the president of Student Government
as the "official voice of the entire undergraduate student
body."
The concern is that "anybody else speaking out on an
issue is unofficial," Ragusa said.
It was also decided to implement a method of impeachment of the President in the by-laws of the document.

TORCH:

Off-campus students picket Maurer-Green office
nil
W/intt Sleek
lilauL
by Scott
News staff reporter

Picket signs were raised high yesterday as off-campus students
marched in front of the Maurer-Green
rental office to protest leasing procedures.
The Tenants' Organization to Reduce Corrupt Housing (TORCH) is
protesting because Maurer-Green is
allowing students to sign leases this
early in the year.
Mike Grayson, a member of
TORCH, said in other years the earliest persons could sign leases was in
January.

' 'Thil yearly
i inn i"l ■ i rush
nm-h on
nn housing
knimiitn has
knri
"The
been creeping up every year," Grayson said. With this action by MaurerGreen, it'll allow it to jump from
spring quarter to winter quarter."

ONE OF THE REASONS the organization gave for picketing is that
early lease signing forces tenants to
make hasty decisions about housing
arrangements without objective information.
"They don't know where they want
to live next year or who they want to
live with," Grayson said.
He said TORCH wants students to
wait until Jan. 10 to sign leases,
allowing them time to attend an infor-
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mation session on
off-campus housing
rentals sponsored by the Student Consumer Union.
"We want tenants and students to
wait until after that date so they can
get objective information rather than
ads placed by Mauer-Green and other
landlords," Grayson said.

mnliAn nm-nana*

HE SAID many students wanting to
enter the rental office turned away
after learning of the situation from
picketers.
Moving the signing of leases up by
two months encourages other landlords to do the same in order to
compete, the organization claims.
"If it proves profitable for them to

J« (Lin
■>■>■•»_ 1 »_Jl»,>Jr nnn f .-.11«,...
do
this, other
landlords can follow
suit," Grayson said.
He said the organization does not
want students to sign leases of any
rental agency, but he said to its
knowledge Maurer-Green is the only
office offering leases currently.

TORCH ALSO opposes the fact that
current tenants of Maurer-Green
must decide of they want to live in the
same place next year.
The organization originally was
supposed to picket on Monday, but it
learned that Maurer-Green would not
be signing leases for two or three
weeks, but were accepting applications, along with half a security de-

Shaking
down
shoplifters

__
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posit.
But an advertisement for rentals
appeared in the News on Tuesday,
and the group decided to picket yesterday.
Robert Maurer and Allan Green,
owners of the agency, said in a press
release that there has been a high
demand for rental information and
the executing of leases for 1982, and
they believe it is their responsiblity
"to make information available to
potential leases and to make available the best housing to those persons
who plan ahead and desire commitments in advance."

__„ 41 1
1
1
l
_1
i
years,
the tenants
who
plan
ahead
are
the best and most desirable tenants,"
it said in the release.
Mauer and Green noted that the
administration at the University
starts taking admission applications
for the next year on Aug. 1 and stops
taking them Feb. 1, with the College
of Business Administration closing
admissions on Dec. 15.
"Therefore our time limitations ar
far less stringent than B.G.S.U., however we feel it is a credit to the
University's fine administration that
they are able to plan ahead and it
should be everyone's goal," they said.
J

"WE HAVE FOUND in the past 20
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See related photo on page 3.
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Opinion
Stockman article destroying faith
NORMAN, Okla.-Much has been
said on the effects of David
Stockman's extraordinary interviews
in the Atlantic Monthly on Stockman
himself and on the Reagan adminstration. Something needs to be
said about the consequences for people of Stockman's own generation who
were caught up in last week's absorbing spectacle.
'The Education of David
Stockman," as William Greider called his article, was not part of the planned reading list for the Scholarleadership Enrichment Program
that drew 25 collegians and graduate
students from seven campuses to
Oklahoma University here last
weekend for three days of intensive
discussions.
But since our topic was the leadership challenge facing the younger
generation in American politics and
since Stockman and other young conservative economists figured prominently in the books we were
discussing, copies of the Atlantic article were quickly obtained and eagerly
read.
You should know that this was not a
naive group. Most of them had worked in campaigns, several had interned
in congressional offices and others
were part-time employees of the
Oklahoma legislature, where hardball politics is not unknown. Many
have political ambitions of their own.
Nor were they, as a group, unsympathetic to the mission that Stockman
and his administration colleagues had
set for themselves: to curb the
runaway growth of the federal
government and make room for expansive private enterprise. Equity
issues and social justice were important to them, but they, too, shared
Stockman's skepticism about many
governmental programs.
But they were really disturbed by
Stockman's comments in the Atlantic

that guided the actions of those whose
decisions determined," not just a grade
in class, but the lies of millions and
the spending of billions.
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by David Broder
Syndicated Columnist

interviews and in his televised press
conference. Time and again, they asked their visitor from Washington what
manner of man this was.
Computer-trained themselves, they
asked now Stockman could possibly
have justified reprogramming the Office of Management and Budget computers to conceal the deficits he knew
were there. Why conceal those facts
from Congress and the country just to
pass a program he knew was flawed?
Having worked around legislators
themselves, they could not see how
Stockman had deluded himself into
thinking his credibility could survive
if he negotiated budget compromises
with congressmen, while telling
Greider privately those compromises
would have to be repudiated in the
next month's new budget cuts.
Knowing something of the relationship between politicians and the
press, they wondered how Stockman
could have thought his comments
would be anything but destructive of
the administration, whenever they
were published. They argued that
Stockman must have been seeking to
promote his own reputation at the expense of everyone else's.
They said they could understand
Stockman saying that deadline
pressures forced him to make "snap
judgments" and wild guesses instead
of carefully checking his numbers.
They had done midnght term-papers
themselves. But, they said, they
thought there were higher standards
of professionalism and of principle

"I tell you what that article did for
me," one woman said. "It destroyed
my faith in anything these people try
to persuade Congress to do. He as
much as admits that the administration wanted to win so much, they just
let the business interest-groups come
in and pick that tax bill apart."
One of the men said: "When
Reagan came in, I felf just like I was
watching the end of Superman II,
when he puts the flag back in place
and says, "The country's together
again.' And now I'm really depressed.
It just looks to me like he (Stockman)
is saying the problems are too complex, the Congress just won't respond,
you can't even trust them with the
truth....It's the same thing all over
again, President after President."
As a visitor, I was unable to rationalize Stockman's actions for
them. Still less did I persuade them
that this kind of manipulation or
equivocation Is—In Stockman's
economic phrase-"the way the world
works."
What I heard from them was the
same hard judgment I had heard
from other young people-including
Stockman himself-in the Sixties and
Seventies; that without trust, government becomes impossible.
"The whole thing is premised on
faith," Stockman told Grieder. He
was talking about the economic
theory he was then defending. It is too
bad that he didn't apply that same insight more broadly to government
itself and to his own role as a public
official. He would have left these
students in Oklahoma-and I expect,
many others-feeling a lot better
about the first of their generation to
"make it."

Student asks Trustees for answers
An open letter to the Board of
Trustees and the Governor of the
state of Ohio:
I'm a student. Do you know what
that means? Do you care what that
means? Through the recent actions of
how this University works, I'm under
the assumption that you don't. I've
been (literally insulted at the low impressions you seem to have of me.
What does it matter that myself and
a number of other concerned students
took it upon themselves to restructure
and reorganize a totally new and (in
our minds) a representative
Undergraduate Student Body Constitution? What doew it matter that
over 3,100 undergraduates chose a
mature, adult way of expressing their
sentiments over how they want to be
governed as opposed to a 1960's-type
rally or riot that would eventually
draw in the media? What does it matter that hundreds of dollars derived
from General Fee Allocations were
uselessly spent in trying to please
your all-powerful, supreme group of
eight members?
Perhaps I don't understand how the
Board operates and why they operate
in the manner they do. The sad fact is
that I am much more familiar with
these practices than the "average"
student. I've attended four of your
"open" meetings. I claim to know the
format for parliamentary procedure.
I also have something you may be
lacking-a sense of concern for individuals over which I govern.
I've been taught in every Management and Leadership class I've taken
that in order for a person in authority
to make a good decision, it is
necessary that he put himself in the
shoes of all parties concerned. This
can most effectively be accomplished

Focus
by Dave Anderson
Steering Committee Member

through direct, person-to-person communciation. Obviously, this is lacking
in the operations of the Board of
Trustees.
From what I perceive, the open segment of a Board meeting is rehearsed, impersonal, and unrealistic
display designed to impress and inform the three newspapers and the
few administrators in attendance. A
lowly representative from each of the
three existing, supposedly "representative" governments on campus is
allowed to "come before the throne"
and tell of the wonderful happenings
in Camelot. No one in attendance
disagrees because if you are not
privileged, you shall not speak. If you
care to present an alternative view,
you may appeal for a spot on the agenda of the next open meeting (unless,
of course, you are an outraged minority student that might cause a rumbling within our "perfection" (From
the expressions on your faces, you are
continually bored by this dull news being presented.
What I don't understand is why
these individuals are not permitted to
do their jobs. Does each effectively
represent the viewpoints of his own
constituents? Are these viewpoints
heard and considered by the Board?
In two recent instances, no and
maybe. Despite all input and opinions
presented to them last year, the
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Board chose the first meeting of summer quarter where little (if any) opposition could arise to announce their
unanimous" decision to convert the
University to a semester calendar.
(During any discussion that proceeded or followed this "vote," one
member announced that he attended
his undergrad years at a school on
semesters and his graduate studies at
a school on quarters and in his opinion, there was no difference. How
encouraging.
Example number two involves the
Undergraudate Student Body Constitution. True the Faculty Senate's
concerns were considered, but the
authors of the very document proposed for final approval were not even
given the opportunity to answer questions or clarify any points they may
have misunderstood. Instead, in the
true, noble, royal way of the Board, a
third party (the Dean of Students)
was told to express the Board's questions and conerns. Wouldn't things be
simpler if people could sit down and
talk-millionaire to student?
I realize how busy each of you must
be with your business and personal
lives. I also realize the jeopardy I
have placed myself in by writing this
letter. (From what I hear, the Board
can revoke any decision made by
anyone on this campus. . . I would
presume that could include the decision to let me graduate, run for office,
work here, etc.) But as one of the few,
concerned, non-apathetic students on
this campus, I politely "challenge"
one (or more) of you to offer me some
answers, since after all, I am a student and students traditionally are
allowed to ask questions.

University faculty: a salary edge?
Once again, The BG News has not
done its homework, and once again
the result is that a misleading image
of University faculty is presented. I
am referring to the article titled
"University has salary edge," which
was given prominent placement in the by Richard J. Ward
November 18 issue ot the News.
The most serious flaw in the article Chair. Faculty Senate
is the failure to mention that all
salaries quoted were 1980-1981 of 1980-81 faculty salaries. Doing so
academic year salaries. By failing to would have produced an interesting
mention this, the article implies that pattern. Compared to all other state
University faculty are in a better cur- schools except Ohio State, BGSU full
rent position than their counterparts firofessors are relatively well-off: onat Miami and Kent. A more accurate y Cincinnati and Cleveland State
approach to researching this story report higher full professor salaries
would have been to determine what for the 198M1 year.
Associate professors are not quite
Miami and Kent faculty had received
well-off, but are still in good shape,
as salary increases.
By adding those increases to 1980-81 being exceeded in 198041 salaries, on
salaries, the story author would have the. average, only by peers at
been in a position to report accurately Cleveland State, Akron, and
on current salary status among the Youhgstown. Assistant Professors,'
three campuses. The conclusion of the however, would have received better
story, stated in the first paragraph, average salaries at Toledo, Akron,
just might have been different (or Cleveland State, and Youngstown. Of
perhaps the editors might then have course, this all begs the question of
concluded that the story was no rankings for 1981-82 salaries.
A third flaw was a failure to list all
longer "newsworthy").
A second, more subtle flaw in the of the major factors that influence
article was the failure to identify the average salaries, and thus hamper
University's position among all state- school-by-school direct comparisons.
supported universities in the ranking The Regents report listed

Focus

marketplace demand, graduate
school size, full-time/part-time faculty mix, and cost of living in the area of
school, as well as the "age" of the
faculty, as all influencing average
salaries. Why did the article only
mention faculty "age?"
Last, but certainly not least,
University full professors would be
delighted to know that the News is
giving them a retroactive, average
salary increase of $3,000. (The
average 1980-81 salary for BGSU full
professors is $31,545-not $34,545!) I
trust that the News will incorporate
an added request of $714,000 (3,000
times 238 professors) in its forthcoming confrontation with ACGFA.
I can fully appreciate that class
assignments, inadequate numbers of
reporters,,computer problem*-and
general underfunding mightreome
together to produce a very poorly
presented article. However, what
scares me is the fact that most
readers are willing to accept as accurate and complete anything that appears in print. Accordingly, I would
urge the News to make a renewed effort to print "the truth, the whole
truth, and nothing but the truth,"
especially in stories concerning
University faculty.

Letters.
Canceling ride a sure
way to make enemies
So, you want to make some
enemies? Here's a step by step
procedure.
First go to the Union ride board and
find a person looking for riders to
some far away city...say Buffalo.
Next, call that person, at least a
month before the ride leaves and arrange to take a place in their car, in
exchange for a share of the gas
expense.
Wait until a week before departure
day (to make sure the driver has turned down at least five other perspective riders) to call the driver to cancel

out. Tell the driver that you have a
ride which will get you closer to your
home town.
Enioy the fact that while up to five
people are "enjoying" a long, expensive bus ride home, a lone student
drives the 360 mile trip alone.
By the way, does anyone need a ride
to Buffalo for Thanksgiving break?
Mary Lou Clyde
722'/, Elm Street

A job well done on
constitution election

stitution election: A job well done!!
Over 3,000 students voted in the election. Also, 125 dedicated students
devoted their valuable time to work at
the polling booths. Since there were so
many students willing to help, we
were able to keep seven booths open
for two days. In addition we had the
largest turnout of students for an election in the last five years.
Finally, we would like to encourage
all interested students to help us with
the upcoming officer elections. Again,
thank you.

To all Bowling Green students who
helped with the Student Body Con-

ShaUy Qttarman a Mike Qrayaon
Election and Opinion Board
Co- Chalrpanona

by Garry Trudeau
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Respon
If you would like to comment
on something in the News or
anything of interest to the campus or community, write to we
News.
The letter or guest column
should be typewritten, triple
spaced and signed. Please include your address and
telephone number for verification. Letters to the editor
should not be longer than 200
words and columns should not
be longer than 500 words.
The News reserves the right
to reject letters or portions of
letters that are in bad taste,
malicious or libelous. All are
subject to condensation.
Address your comments to:
Editor of the BG News, 106
University Hall.
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Federal order keeps
Marathon up for sale

CLEVELAND (AP) - A federal judge
issued a temporary restraining order
Wednesday blocking implementation
of a day-old state law aimed at halting
the Mobil Corp.'s bid to take over the
Marathon Oil Co.
The legislation, rushed through the
Ohio General Assembly this week and
signed late Tuesday by Gov. James A.
Rhodes, would change state antitrust
laws to prohibit the takeover of any
Ohio company if the acquisition would
"substantially lessen competition in
any market for petroleum products."
Marathon, for which Mobil is willing to spend 15.1 billion to gain control,
is based in Findlay, Ohio.
Mobil almost immediately filed suit
in U.S. District Court in Columbus to
challenge the constitutionality of the
new law. Mobil spokesman John Flint
said the bill is "clearly unconstitutional" and that it wouldn't keep the
nation's second largest oil company
from proceeding with its Marathon
bid.
U.S. DISTRICT JUDGE Joseph
Kinneary's restraining order blocks
enforcement of the new law at least
until Nov. 30. He also scheduled a
hearing for Nov. 27.
In issuing the order, Kinneary said,
"Such enforcement would cause (Mobil) immediate and irreparable harm
and otherwise unduly burden and

affect it by imposing lengthy and
expensive delays."
The anti-takeover measure was an
amendment to another bill. The
amendment was pushed by State Sen.
Thomas A. Van Meter, R-Ashland,
who said he believes the state should
be able to enact such a law.
"We should have a right to have
some say over corporations that do
business in the state of Ohio ... especially if it's going to impact detrimentally on the economy of the
state," Van Meter said.
A NORTHWESTERN University
economics professor testified yesterday that Mobil's 5.1 billion attempt to
buy out Marathon Oil Co. would be a
"loud signal" for other oil mergers.
If the signal were to go forth, Marathon's expert witness Frederick
Scherer told U.S. District Judge John
Manos and a packed courtroom,
"there would be a very substantial
adverse effect" on gasoline sales to
independent retailers.
Marathon, the nation's 17th largest
oil firm, supplies most of its refined
products to independents, Scherer
maintained.
The testimony came in the second
day of a hearing on Marathon's petition for a preliminary injunction to
continue to block Mobil purchases of
its shares.

Off campus students supporting TORCH (Tenants' Organization to Reduce Corrupt Housing) picketed in front of the Maurer-Green rental office on Wooster to protest leasing
procedures.

staff photo by Al Fucht
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YOU'RE
INVITED...
TO THE BIGGEST STUDENT
TAILGATING PARTY IN BG HISTORY!
WHEN:

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 21st AT 11:30 A.M.

WHERE:

WEST OF PERRY STADIUM
BECAUSE IT'S FUN TO PARTY !

WHY:

...HERE'S MORE
1 .BEER* ENJOY YOUR FAVORITE BEVERAGE AT
OLD FASHIONED BARGAIN PRICES!

2.LUNCH: HAMBURGERS AND HOT DOGS OFF THE GRILL
USE YOUR FOOD COUPONS OR PAY CASH!

3. MUSIC I FALCON FRENZY SOUND SYSTEM. SOLID
2 HOURS OF YOUR FAVORITE SOUNDS!

4. TRIP I 2 LUCKY BGSU STUDENTS WILL WIN TRIPS TO
FLORIDA DURING SPRING BREAK.
WATCH THE BG NEWS FOR FURTHER DETAILS.

How to recognize
the real taste of beer
at 17,000 feet

5. FOOTBALL I FALCONS VS. CENTRAL MICHIGAN
FORGET OSU AND UM. PARTY WITH THE FALCONS.

FALCON FRENZY!

Give That Student a Blue Ribbon!
©1981 Pobsf Brewing Company. Milwaukee Wisconsin and other cities

4 Tht BG New. No«»her 1*. IMI

Classifieds.
Kan. I kjwa you
CAMKNfCITV EVfNIS
■UNKf TMO CLUB WWEMS Win* and
CHaaaa Party ' M tonight, at ttia P'aat-

TYMMO SCftVICE* *a* aN typo* of papara

Faicona undefeated r Mai 6 gamee

at BaaaonaMa MM Alaa oMar Protaa-

make it 7 Party bagaia M 11 30. gam* at

M*«I«I

Joo Cowtaattng. Haawmaa. Mait-

moa, ate CaN 11MW

i 30 Party with tna Faicona
FOR PEBBLES

»"i lounoa l lea Arana). Formal droia
■a »vo»a.tad

Hatp

AT

THE

HALLOWEEN

PARTY ON WOOSTER ANO WHO WORKS
AT WENDY'S IF VOU RE INTERESTED
CAU KURT WITH THE GREEK ROBE

Taach rouraa* **» a BOM1 Ma*t m* chatlanga ol G A S

IKE 4TH ANNUAL

372 2680

LOST ANO FOUNO

NfW VEAK'S EVE PAUTT
NOV. 21 SATURDAY

FRANK NO—NAME

Thanka for a gtaal yaar

Lai* uatatiiaM at lha teagete party and al
ma gama tha> Sal Foravar. Tpm
ULSOLMRRELCARPJE.
THE HUNT IS ON SO DONT YOU CHEAT'
FOLLOW EACH RULE
ANO SOON
WE'LL MEET' I CANT WAITi LOVE. YOUR

FaOER NEEDED TO WASHINGTON. DCNORTHERN VIRGINIA AREA (FAIRFAX

wV A apr gra . own room 362-7366

Dawg MMter celebrale Ma teat lew aaya of

except anen and <*ahaa Plenty of peece

ttaaSiai. Any guaataana can er aee Am

andquaH Lamcaght Court 362-7245

your hunt- I can! wart on*! you faid ma'

172-SSa*.

Alpha Ch. love Your Ekg'

SIGMA NU Get payched to party lor tha

USt Patty Laajh. For what • nan. youi

OSU • U of M game" We aura ara!'* Lova.

Plata Apta

THE EHG GAME SUNOAV

FREE BOOKI ON DEC. 4

0*3 ITHLWII QaNNV

FREE BOOKS ON OtC.4

aral have to wart and aee' Welcome to me

me Uftta Saeea

Actrraa

FREE BOOKS ON DEC. 4.

lamrfy AK k)*e and irana Your By*

FB

No*

1.)

REWARDno

quoshora

Apra Ph. Pledgee

"dais' Catmaliy 352 1M1
SERVICES O'FERtD

lAacy'a HaW4n

DOGS AND SLIOS

TONK1MT ANO TOMORROW I A 10 p.m.

Leaving lor Chicago fit No*. 20th. Need

Sieve Rath and Ph* CoRter One more aay
untM lha AXO RAVER, love. Maureen and

Gajnt Teagaie Party wth

p

Aia. ••van

mots

Ml Pteaaant Ml 48858

Sal No* 21

n 30am Parry fmtO

'3 *0 No- i" UAO office o. '4 00 »■ Dot-

Mar UreaMed

ATTENTION JUUCT WOLFE: Oat peached

328'

to maat your t»g' Sha tovoa you and ia

Happy Birthday Leeb*

143 W

Wooeear

363

•5.00 off any Nek-color eerive
Month ol November

PLEASURES'
Thur Nighl DOWNTOWN Feeturea A Triple

2 yaara at B G aa your bo Surpriae' Gal

PEARL Beer Special. 6 11 p m

Mm*

TKE 4TH ANNUAL

paychod to he»e you aa a little' loee
leraear. Veejr tea,

Lo*a you, your Pal

AnENTtON SECRET SANTAS PISANCl
10 S MAS THE fleQHT GIFT CERTIFICATE

SORRY IT S LATE

TOLL FREE
9 am
10 p.m

FOR VOU CALL 352 St00

GOOO ONE LOVE THE MOTLEY CREW

tuba go* Oh how could we eel ao much'

BaavMul v*> start* with a faoal 1 sum caro

(ALIAS

Mary Eoan are «*• you me retreat gala a

1 800-4 31 AOlt

program at THE ARRANGEMENT Ph 352

HORNV A GO FOR IT I

410' o> 352 4143

TKI 4TH ANNUAL

ABORTION

BEER

BEER

8EER

BGs

isi student

Latgate party TIM Sat at n 30 Falcon*

HAPPY

BIRTHDAY

WELL CELEBRATE

ASK-FOR—IT

Ai

BUT THIS WEEKEND
HOPE YOU HAD A

CORRUPTION

MAKE OUT

ISA MAM

Congratulation, to Lori Marcadanla lor

MUNCHtE

being tna Houaa Chairmen lor tha aacond

MADNESS

FREE. CONFIDENTIAL TESTS

veer In a row. Tow did such an aicatlanl

CALL 1-419241 9t31

fob ol ragging that are |uel hed lo hava
you back! Thanka lor everything A ara

JACK* BANNISTER I am reefy a.cttad lo

loae you' Tha A< Sialara

hava you lor my Ekg Vou're lha baal' DG

HEARTBEAT OF TOLEDO

Prolaavona) Hecoroing Studn AvMattfe
Chaapaal Rataa m Norttnvesl Oho Brian
3Sg 2177
PROTOTYPE Tiping Service*
352 2B36 drier 5 30 at day *eeAend*
RESUMES LETTERS IERMPAPERS

dk9 al moaa

10 Bui where, oh where .ware the man*
PARTY with the FaJoont
FORGET OSU and UM

NOV M DEC ;

PI KAPPA PHI U L SIS RUSH
THURSDAY NOVEMBER >0 8PM
2ISN ENTERPRISE
0 -Why cad the bon ROAR*

ZSJoTTM AOTANCtO H1ALTO SYSTEMS N

'10 7TH STREET

preaenlty aaarching tar prograaofva Oa*H>

RENT NEGOTIABLE 362 BOB 2

RMTE

NEEDED FOR FURN

APT

RENT CHEAP"

wlora to ahare our advanced heelth ayateme
to fha putac Wnta Zenrth Boa 9103 Ft

RMTE NEEDED FOR WINTER
316 t/2 8 MAmM240QTR

Maaiaga roaara tar apot weight reduction

CALL SAVAGE 352 6393

•76

Rmte Wanted, winter A aprtng gtrg Naw

where '200 823 3416

T-SHIRTS

apt . '350 qt. CALL NOW1" Evaranga beat

Stereo. Sherwood raoatvar. Dynaco apkr* .

erne 352 0610PM or Deb

Elec mvacord turntable

Rearnmaiai

wear lor your group or organuahon Unreal
once FaataW detrvery Can Tan 353 70S

Houaa at

Ww a tip to FLORIOA over Spring Break

Wanted-F

*

needed wtr

A apr

qtra

to ahare apt

a*

362-2676
The ton. a lo 2 bdrm ept on N Mam St i

1973 Vokewegon-not a going to meeSng

2 other

UP lor rant. NOW 353-2763

CM 372

i bdrm

2034

women 'no mo M uBWee aicfudad 5
rran we* horn campua CM 352 9170

Kathy HoakK Congrahaabons on your en

taaaorf Start *iir> a DaauMul new tww

gagemant to Dava' Wala al to happy tor

daaign at THE ARRANGEMENT Ph 352

both ol you Tha baal ol luck lor your future
logathar Lova Your Alpha PN Satara

NOVEMBER 16

NO

RMTE
Ml 5 MO

STUDENT

PRE-

PLUS LIGHT

CALL

K2-SBS3.

A

SPR

QUESTIONS ASKED

Buying baaebaB. football carde CM 1 841

FERRED

7C87 or 1 874 1478 aher 5 pm

352 3086 AFTER 5PM

ATTENTION WOMEN STLhDENTS^^mfort-

Rkefe: Happy 21al Bklhday. I Htat couktn'l

DESPERATE' F rmte needed wtr 1 so>

Wanted to rent Earn '25/mo " Rani ma

ana

SaaaongyStudy

Room

let today go by without doing aomethktg.

Otra Uravarairy Vfteoe Apta '375 per gtr

your garage lor car storage you won! even

Happy celebrating, Loao you. Javiyl

CM 352 3603

reafcfa its Pe»g uead CM Bob 372 6566

CALL 352 0949 after 6 30 pm

♦

COME PLAY
GAMES WITH US!

ENTER THE BACKGAMMON
and PING-PONG
!
TOURNAMENTS <(& ♦

"Sir Real"
Monday night
p.m.-1:30 a.m
no cover

PING PONG

THUR Dec 3rd
811 pm
PERRY CROGAN ROOM
3rd floor union

TUES Dec 1st

♦
♦

8-10 pm

Student Rec Center
SINGLES ONLY
MEN AND WOMEN'S DIVISION

50' Fee for Each-SIGN UP IN UAO OFFICE

mr>

^a>

• Convertible tops replacement
• ...And many other services
over 50 years of quality service
N

1 F

upaters

apt

ut

Located m Wayne. Onto

rmw

to sublet apt

sprng MOCVmo
3727

CM Karen after 5 M 352

1 F RMTE WTR A SPR QTRS '95 MO
CAgS64-10BB

GET A
JOB!!

But first come to the...

#$'*)

fu
^#fo

RESUME
WRITING &
DRESSING FOR

*%•%• «J
?™ji^^lR

INTERVIEWS
WORKSHOP
Thurs

♦

Free & open to all

Nov19

Towne Room - Union

7:

^

/IAnno £jeit6»r

M-F 7:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
SAT8 00am -11 30am

r# jr

CASH « CMRV
ALL COLORS

CARNATIONS $3.50 DOZ
• MISTLETOE • CHRISTMAS GIFTS • WE GIFT WRAP

H

rf/uCed
Ztuowerd
ty

in DAIRY QUEEN BLDG
Facing RR Tracks Off Wooster !

CLIP THIS COUPON

CLIP THIS COUPON

USEONE

GETONE
SINGLE

OR

BUY ONE
CHILI OR
VEG.SOUP

MODEL OPEN....
NOON TIL 4:00 P.M. WEEKENDS
11 AM. TIL NOON SATURDAY

GETONE
MORECOUPONS

CAMPUS MANOR
APARTMENTS

FREE

1025 N. Main
Bowllna^raan^

LETS TALK
TURKEY ABOUT
A CAREER IN
BROAI)CASriN&
/» his Thanksgiving vacation, the Ohio School
of Broadcast Technique invites you to a
special college student open house on
Saturday, November 28,1981 at
10:30AM. See how you can begin your
career as a radio/television
announcer, producer,
writer, cameraperson, sales rep or
sound engineer. We'll show you how.
Located at 1737 Euclid Avenue, next
door to Cleveland State University.
For your reservation, call collect
(216)861-1111.
etnbw NA1TS SUIe Reg •/S-OB-488T

CM

for waiter and

^a>

• Automobile seat covers

H

bdrm

'275 mo

$P^
W

Upholstery Car & Furniture

Hoffsis Top Upholstery
12990 S. Main
n mile from K-mart

apt

352 6475 or 266 2424 ovwntoge

wrth Pnvata

Beth ^ home of UnrvanMy Staff Paraon

BACKGAMMON

Brand naw. vary
d Oftenheue. CM

2
Apt. on E. Court lor a kanaka, t men. watt
from cmeeus WTR./SPR. qtra.MlS/wrth.

FOR WTR

STUDIOUS

to a

ctoee to carnpua I
352-2443

Non amokera only ptaea*

^t»

FREE

AH irtBWea paM 'IWrrne
CM) IS2-I704 er 3A4-1313

'275

car. but rakahta tranaporlaoon

'100 FOR THE RETURN OF

353-8735

BUY ONE"
SINGLE

Swefet aWlalaacy. AveN Dec. 1

Portable sauna bath, ptuga n any

attar 4pm

720 Man*— (Nice location)

Contacl J«" Monger Ph 352 2466

Do you naad tha toiai look tor tha hoaday

HAMBURGERS
Try Our
TACO GRANDE "SB?

■HitiiiBiilB S hauaee for

weekend* l lova you1 Lota of lova. your

cuaiom. BCreen-pnnled tahela 4 sports

Step By ear efRee aw a

Wayne tod 46699

AXO Raver Data Party and the whole

OTRS

CASEYS

entertainer

M

POPJUM MONDAY

WOOSTER ST.

or

6390

brtkanca ol your beautiful »ng' Ha«*ne«*

@ STATE &

leeee-Ne depaerl- Cell StS-ASSS. a-11

group--Magician

daran Jan

TIBS SATURDAY

pnv bdrm 362 2266 ea> tar Tarry
Need a BMM ler Mr. «*. 7 NjaVaMMfR'Na

M rmto needed Ctoee to campua. own
Qdrm MaOmp CM Marc 362 0293

Nx WB A apr gka M60/mo Donna 352
7470

Uon a> onN two Qaya away'

M neeoa apt for WASp 0*.. preferably a

needed lor hoaaay darner dance CM 352

HALFTIME PERFORMANCE AT THE BG
CENTRA! MICHIGAN (OOTBALL GAME

TONIGHT NOV. 19
9:30p.m.-1:30a.m.
$1.00 COVER

Iromoaywpua 3632471

Mime

'105'MO NOUTIL 362-4348.

Be at the BG vs Centre) game

Phone 352-

937Sor 362 7561
Lvtng tha country MuM autlat 1 ig one
bdrm apt for WV t Spr >145AuM I 0»L

HELP WANTED

NeedM rmte to ahare 2 barm 2 bath apt

A -Became ha knows the ADPi Rampant

LATpe party room tar rani

1 F RMTE TO SHARE APT FOR WTR •

peMeiceptekac.**fUmo CaH 354-1 Ma

WANTED

SLIPPERY ROCK

QTRS

SPR OTRS MOB/mo PLUS ELEC CAU

144-12H S eat far Beeat.

PONCHO STOLEN FROM THE PET EM

MARK MURPHY
WITH

I SPR

BRAND NEW. BE

share lum apt. with 3 other girya. AM wM.

Kathy A Dava Bkndad by love' or by the

From Cleveland

FOP WTR

H. RrMe. needed far wtr. A apr. ajfra. M

DON'T MISS THE BGSU POUMERETTE'S

BACK BY POPULAR DEMAND

RMTE

1 M rmte wanted *B7 SO a month pfue
OkK CM 354 174? aa« tor Kan

NOV. 2) SATURDAY
To my Honbun Rod. Oat payched lor Via

362

362-4267

TO CAMPUS 363 030ft

REWARD

4101 or 352 4143

A SPR

QTRS PRIVATE K0R0OM EASY WALK

k>vf and nw»e a/way* Lynoe

to you afwayV Lova Suean A Angola

NEEDED FOR WTR

MEW YEAR'S EVE PARTY

T-SHIRTS
T-SHIRT!

BO *» CMU trua Sal 1 30

»» Caofcat M l 30

PREGNANT OR I ATE'

ME On tirmt. on where

NEW YEAR'S EVE PARTY
NOV 21 SATUROAY

RMTE

CALL

HWO OFFENHAU6R CALL 362-2443

ISN T IT TIME YOU ENJOYED SIMPLE

Martha Baokart kx»jng lorward to lha nart

2bd
NO |

Mm reeaoo aaw W-BS41.

1 F

THE QUARTER IS PRACTICALLY OVER

Charger!. Cell 352 S*tS

Fi*a atyaat* lo aery you

•250/mo

NOVEMBER ANO
PAID"

OFF-CAMPUS APT

EveryBwtg hjm

utBa Ekane I hopa you'ra having fun on

M

Duple. 2 BM from meUnrverety

neat to

1T3B

(Vad Student - UrVvertety Stafl Modern
tojdtt end one brjrm apartment perfect lor
the pereon on the go

MO*.mo

DECEMBER RENT

Ouoaa -aa tun' I m

TIM-AHE VOU GETTING NERVOUS FOR

Wt are pyecfted lor ow tho*'

CUPANCY

n houaa Near campua.

gMd I mat you' Arm Lartowa A204 Park

HUMP.
Brc-*n wade puraa at Howaraa on

^___
2fMh heap

Kkce 2-bad-

2 bathroom turraahad apt

carnpua AVAILABLE FOR aWMEOLATE OC-

MUST HELP PAY HALF GAS S TOLLS
CALL 352-4347. ASK FOR DEMISE. AF

FOUND Pupp» MW TV BlaUan. Cau to
daacriha and daw. a*y«ma U2-SUI or

LOM

352

0103

TER 6 P M

» rorjn mete needed

1 I*
room

1 MX

I TO.mo

Ctoee to

ANNAMOALE. SPRMOFIELO. OR ANY
CITY GLOBE BY) FOR XMAB BREAK

Saj lew: Frfcaay. HaiainBa.

BO

'or WIT
o*a

BEHIND DINO'S PIZZA PUB
NEXT TO STERLING MILK A DORSEY DRUG
NOW RENTING FOR SIJMMF R a PALL SCHOOL OF 1982

-FACIAL BENEFITS• Cleansing the skin thoroughly
• Increasing the circulation of the
blood to the sk in
• Activating the glands of the skin
• Maintaining muscle tone
• Correcting S helping to prevent certain skin disorders
• Helping to prevent the formation of
wrinkles lines 4 other signs of aging
• Softening S improving skin texture
• Gives the client a psychological lift S
a more youthful feeling

OPENINGS FOR STUDENTS
TO EIU. 4-MAN APTS.lSUMMtR «. FALL SCHOOL YEAR)
SPECIAL SUMMER RATES (2) BEDROOM (1-4) STUDENTS SUMMER QUARTER

10 GOOD REASONS FOR LIVING AT CAMPUS MANOR
a
a
a
•
a
a
a
•
•
•
0

FACIAL IENIFITS ARE KING EXPERIENCED
Sr ROTH MEN AND WOMEN
Gift Certificates Available

Modem-Furnished-Cable TV.
2 mm Walk to Campus
5 min. Walk to downtown
25 business establishments at your Iron! door
Large freezer tor additional tood savings
Free parking at your front door
Gas berbeque grill for the gourmet cook
No car required, save on gas, parking S operating costs
No long walks on those zero winter days- or in me mud 4 slush
Well lighted streets between apts., campus and shopping areas

Friendly, Helpful Landlords

FOR THE CREAM OF THE CROP.
GO CAMPUS MA NOR

FROM $595.00 Per Person per Semester
ALL UTILITIES INCLUDED EXCEPT ELECTRIC
"(het A A.C. by Goi)-Cable T.V.

11,'iml- \iiil'JeJtJHii.

181 (B)S. Main, 352-4101 or 352-4143
Uon.. W«d.. Fh 86. 1u«. t Thun. M. Sol. S3

*J6
'*#
^

Model open noon W 4 00 p m Weekdays
Saturday 11 a.m.-Noon

352-9302
EVENINGS AND WEEKENDS
352-7365

G**-J

Tfcf K Nm Nevr-her 1*. •*•■ 5

Grapplers look to avoid injuries
by Keith Walther
News reporter
Last year, Bowling Green's wrestling team fell prey to injuries and the
flu bug while finishing with an 5-9-1
record and a disappointing last place
finish at the Mid-American Conference championships. BG coach Pete
Riesen is entering the season with
new optimism for his team's fortunes.
The Falcons travel to Wright State
tomorrow to open the season with the
Ohio Open. Most colleges in the state,
with the notable exception of powerhouse Kent State, will be present.
And, like all other matches on the
schedule this year, Riesen expects to
be competitive.
"We're looking forward to this
weekend, and expect to perform
well," Riesen said. ''We're capable of
holding our own this year against

anyone, with the people we have
back."
The Falcons have senior co-captains Greg Westhoven (142 lbs.) and
Milo Sanda (167) back after commendable seasons of 14-8-1 and 15-7,
respectably. Other seniors include
Mike Merk (167) and John Ice (177).
"I EXPECT a lot out of my seniors,
especially Westhoven and Sanda,"
Riesen said. "They've both had outstanding careers here and I expect
big things out of them this year.
The first seven weight classes are
filled with upperclassmen, according
to Riesen, and that experience could
prove to be a plus for the team.
Other returning grapplers include:
Mike Gerken (105 lbs), Bob Calatruglio (134), Tom Bridges (158), Phil
Weirich (118), Mike Lehman (126),
Jed Wise (177), Doug Randolph (177)
Terry Wiseman (190), and two heavyweights who are still playing for the

Falcon football team, Jeff Powers
and Joe Prchlik.
Riesen said he feels that if the team
can stay free of injuries, they will
undoubtedly finish better in the MAC
championships this season.
"We should have done better than
last place," he said. "There was no
excuse for that and I can't begin to
explain it, although having no 190 or
118-pound wrestler could nave been
some of it."
The Falcons face a demanding
schedule this year, with the thoughest
competition coming from Northern
Illinois, Toledo and Kent State, the
five-time defending MAC champion.
"OHIO UNIVERSITY beat us bad
last year," Riesen said. "They beat us
worse than anyone, yet they hardly
beat anyone else. We'll put a stop to
that this year.

"I think we will stack up to the rest
of the league pretty well. Again, if we
keep away from injuries."
According to trainer Jim Talbert,
the team has come through the preseason with no serious injuries so far.
"The first couple of weeks of training always gives you some injuries,
but nothing really serious has occurred," Talbert said. "At least nothing that should hurt our performance
on Friday."
Every coach has the goal to finish
with a winning season, and Riesen is
no different - especially after finishing around the .500 mark the last
two seasons.
"Our main goal for the season is to
go more than .500 instead of just being
around it," Riesen said. "We'd also
like very much to improve our final
standing in the conference to be
around fifth place. Anything above
that would just be a bonus."

Cincinnati and Denver clash for playoff advantage
DENVER (AP) - The Denver Broncos and Cincinnati Bengals, a pair of
8-3 teams which are leading their
divisions, square off in Cincinnati on
Sunday in a game which, according to
Denver Coach Dan Reeves, could
have a significant bearing on the
homefield advantage in the playoffs.
In the event the two teams finish the
National Football League regular
season with identical records, the
first criterion for determining the
playoff home site is head-to-head
competition.
"This is a big game for both teams,
not only to possibly gain the homefield
advantage in the playoffs but also to
stay in front in our divisions," Reeves
said Wednesday at his weekly press
conference. "There's also the psycho-

"(Quarterback) Ken Anderson is
doing a great job of passing, and he's
also been running more than he has
recently. He's always had the ability
to read defenses. (Cris) Collinsworth
has made a big contribution to their
receiver corps; he's second on the
team behina their tight end, Dan
Ross. They employ a multiple offense,
using a lot of formations. They're
doing the job offensively. They're just
playing awfully well right now, beating some good teams."
Reeves said the Bengals have stockpiled talent in recent drafts "and
they're getting the most out of them
now. They have excellent personnel,
and they're finally playing up to their
potential. A few years ago, if you got
ahead of them early they let down
some. They don't do that anymore."

logical aspect. If you beat a team
earlier in the year, they tend to remember it down the line."
Reeves says Cincinnati is a different team from the one the Broncos
defeated 24-20 in the pre-season.
"The most significant change is
their defense," said Reeves. 'They
gamble a lot, take some chances in
order to make the big play. They'll
blitz from a three-, four-or five-man
line. They've been forcing turnovers
and giving their offense good field
position.
"THE CINCINNATI OFFENSE is
the biggest we've faced so far. They
have two extremely big running
backs in Pete Johnson and Charles
Alexander, their offensive line is huge
and they have good size at wide receiver.

AT THE BG-CENTRAL MICHIGAN GAME

FREE!

The Broncos will come into the
game with a better injury situation
than in recent weeks, especially in the
offensive line, but quarterback Craig
Morton (shoulder) and cornerback
Louis Wright (calf) are expected to
miss the game.
Morton, the NFL's leading passer,
might be available for duty by Sunday, but Reeves said he "won't take a
chance on a guy if he could get reinjured and be out a long time. We
won't play Craig, or Louis, unless
they're healthy."
Steve DeBerg, a five-year pro obtained in trade from San Francisco
earlier this year, is expected to take
Morton's place. DeBerg engineered
three scoring drives in relief in Denver's 24-7 victory over Tampa Bay last
week.

Veteran ladycagers
to host Indiana Tech
compiled by a BG women's team was
15, during 1974-75 campaign when the
Falcons finshed 15-5.
"We're looking to run more this
year because we feel that will give us
more scoring opportunities' Bole
said. "We need to get more shots off.
Last season we attempted only SO
shots per game. This year we want to
get 60 to 70 shots per game."
Bole said the key to achieving a
winning season revolves around BG's
ability to play well defensively. The
Falcons enter this season's MidAmerican Conference title chase as
strong contenders, but will face their
strongest opposition in the conference
from both defending MAC champion
Kent State and runner-up Miami,
according to Bole.
Miami also has all of its starters
back in uniform, Bole said, adding
that Kent State will have most of its
key players from last season returning.
"IF WE WIN a championship, it
will be because of our defense," Bole
said. "Right now, where we are lacking is in our defensive intensity. You
can look for us to play a strong manto-man defense."
Bole cited the assistance of BGgrad
students Mike Hooper and Dave Cameron as a chief reason the Falcons
have been able to concentrate on
various aspects of their game during
practice. Both have been added as
voluntary assistant coaches to this
year's team.
"With Mike (Hooper) and Dave
(Cameron) helping out in practice, we
have been able to break up into
groups and work on our strengthes
and weaknesses," Bole said. "We're
looking to push the ball up the floor as
quickly as possible and keep pressure
on the other team."

by Chuck Krumel
News staff reporter
Five years have passed since the
Bowling Green women's basketball
team achieved a winning season. But
with five key starters returning from
last season, the Falcons have a strong
Cibility of reversing their recent
d and regain their winning form.
The Falcons open their 1981-32 campaign Friday evening when BG hosts
Indiana Tech in renovated Anderson
Arena at 5:30. BG coach Kathy Bole,
who begins her fourth year as the
women's mentor, said the Falcons
have worked hard toward this season
since beginning practice three weeks
ago.
"The kids came to practice in good
shape and the attitude in practice
these past few weeks has been great,"
Bole said. "I've seen tremendous
improvement in our freshmen from
last year. They have relly been pushing our juniors and recently beat
them in our intersquad game
Since taking over as the women's
mentor, Bole has guided the Falcons
to seasons of 6-13, 8-17 and last season's 12-16 record, in watching BG
steadily improve its record in the win
column.
Of the five returning starters, none
are seniors. Back in uniform this
season are point guards Deanne
Knoblauch and Melissa Chase, forwards Diane Robinson and Sue Pokelsek and last year's leading scorer,
Chris Turtle, who will handle the
center position.
THE FIVE are all juniors and will
be pressured by sophomores Sherry
Eubanks, Jackie Holman and Cary
McGehee, also returnees form last
season. The Falcons, on paper, appear capable of having their first
winning since posting an 11-4 record
in 1975-76. The most victories ever

BASKETBALL
BG vs. GUELPH
FRIDAY NOV. 20, 8 p.m.
WOMEN vs. INDIANA TECH AT 5:30 p.m.

WIN A TRIP FOR
TWO TO FLORIDA
OVER SPRING BREAK
Clip the coupon below and deposit it in special containers
located inside the stadium on game day, this Saturday (One
coupon per student, please1 EtGSU students only'i
(Winning name wHI be announced over the PA. system dur|mg the game Saturday YOU MUST BE PRESENT TO

CHERHYWOOD
HEALTH SPA

IFOLLOW THE FLACONS AND WIN A FREE TRIP TO
IFLORIDAY OVER SPRING BREAK .
March 19-26 at Daytona Beach
Accomodations based on quad occupancy
SPECIAL HALFTIME EXCITEMENT
FEATURING 10 FALCONS IN THE I st

"KING OF DUNK" CONTEST
Marcus Newbern's "Toledo Twister"
and "Hang Glide by Bern"
Bill Szabo's "Firelands Flasher" and Reverse Ramer"
Lamar Jackson's "Jumbo Jam" and "Detroit Express"
See these DUNKS and more during hatltime
TICKETS AT THE GATE
(All SEATS GENERAL ADMISSION)
ADULTS S3.00
IALLSPORTS

STUDENTS & CHILDREN $2.00

PASS NOT VALID FOR THIS EXHIBITION GAME

835 HIGH ST
SPA HRS.
MON-FRI
9AM-10PM
SAT
11AM-4PM
SUN
1PM-4PM

"Only a turkey should be \tuljrd like this mi Thanksgiving."

There's a better way to get
there this Thanksgiving.

PHONE
352-9378

MEMBERSHIPS
FOR RESIDENTS OF
PREFERRED
PROPERTIES
ONLY $5.00
(to cover the cost
of your I.D.)

Greyhound is going your way with trouble-free, economical
service. You can leave directly from campus or other nearby locations.
Most schedules have stops at convenient suburban locations. And
talk about comfort. You get a soft, reclining seat and plenty of room
lor carry- on bags.
So next trip, go with the ride you can rely on. Go Greyhound.
Friday

Bowling Green (Men* Gym)
Cleveland

Sunday
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Bowling Green (Men's Gym)
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For convenient daily service and complete Information call 353-5982
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Christmas GIFT IDEA
e <Mi Grernouna U*_ M

FUDGE
A special gift idea for that special someone sweetheart, relative, business associate, friend.
Kimberly Fudge Shoppe will send a gift
(one pound) of fudge U.P.S. for $6.00 including
shipping and handling. (Orders to California,
Washington, Oregon, Alaska & Hawaii add $1.
for U.P.S.-airmail)
_

_____
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CLIP AND SAVf

StlfCT UP TO 1 HAVOHS"
chocolate
peanut butter
chocolate wolnut
' mople pecon
chocolate mini
I ! butter pecan
chocolate pecan
vonllla
choc, rocky rood
□ ptno colodo
TOTAL —.00 PM C«Df«

Your name I oddcesi

Weekend Specials
THURS-FRI-SAT
coordinates
Twill and corduroy
Blazers, Skirts, pants

V- Price

Skirts
Entire Stock

20%-30SK off

Sweater Dresses
one piece

Action Wear
by HMJ Tan

25% off

20%-30%off

Send to

Many Unadvertised Specials

Cord to read
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Sports
Latreille shedding role as BG's 'Forgotten man'
by Tracy Collins
News staff reporter
Andre Latreille was on his back on the ice last Friday
night and he was kicking his feet into the air in joy over the
goal he had just scored against Lake Superior. But he was
celebrating more than just a goal, for he was also throwing
off the yoke of anonymity which had plagued him for so
long.
For three years, Latreille seemed to be a forgotten man
in Bowling Green's hockey program. Although recognized
as a fine skater and forechecker, Latreille could not crack
the Falcon lineup, playing in just six games his first two
seasons before seeing limited action in 29 of BG's games
last year.
Latreille sat out the first four games this season, and he
wasn't given a spot on a regular shift until two weeks ago.
But in the last four games, Latreille has come alive,
scoring seven points in four games, compared to 11 points
in his previous 35 games as a Falcon.
BG's gold line of Latreille, Nick Bandescu and George
Roll has been worth its weight in the precious metal.
Playing together for only four games, the line has racked
up 21 points on 10 goals and 11 assists. BG has gone 2-1-1 in
those contests, compared to 0-6 in the other games.
1-atreille has played a key role in the success of the line,
with his hard-hitting style opening up the puck for the
quick Bandescu and the intelligent Roll. Latreille assisted
on three goals in BG's series with Michigan Tech, and
aloded for three goals of his own last weekend against
e Superior. The performance earned him Friday's top
star, marking the first time he has ever been voted a star
of the game.
"IT IS GOOD that Andre got the publicity like that," BG
coach Jerry York said after Friday's game. "He really
works hard in practice, pushing himself and the other
players. The key to our enthusiasm out there was the play
of Andre."
"I finally had a chance to prove myself," Latreille said
of his performance. "Playing on a regular basis gives you
that chance. It was frustrating not being able to play, but
you have to keep working to achieve that goal. You can't
give up.
"When I was back home this summer, I told myself that

I had to work hard to be a part of this team. I ran and lifted
a lot, and I came back in my best mental and physical
shape ever.
"I was disappointed that I didn't play the first four
games, but I just told myself that I had to make it count
when I was on the ice. Many people here didn't know me
after four years, so it felt good scoring and letting them
know I was around."
Latreille said his scoring, and the play of his line, is no
fluke.
"WE WORK HARD - we get the puck and we get the
breaks," he said. "I know I'm not playing above my head
with just two good weekends. I think I can keep going like
this the rest of the season."
Latreille felt the same self-confidence when he came to
BG in 1978. He had played just one year of junior hockey,
for the Junior V team in his hometown of LaSalle, Quebec,
Canada, where he scored 83 points in SO games. But he was
trying to break in on a talent-rich team which was ranked
in the top 10 of collegiate hockey, so he was forced to play
on the club team for most of that season and all of the
following one.
"In my freshman year, I could accept not playing,"
Latreille said. "The first game I played, I had a goal and
an assist in my first shift, but I didn't play much after that.
When they won the (Central Collegiate Hockey
Association) championship, I was dressed in the stands. I
really didn't feel a part of the team."
HE WAS ALSO faced with another type of loneliness
which made the first season difficult, and that was the
loneliness of a stranger, in a strange place, where no one
speaks his language. Latreille knew little English when he
came to the University - he still measures his words
carefully when speaking the language - so he looked to
teammate and fellow Frenchman Yves Pelland for help in
coping with his new surroundings.
Out of 16 thousand people. I only knew one guy - Yves,"
Latreille said. "It was a whole knew world for me. I really
like BG now. You get hockey and a good education, and
now I will get a degree (in Sales and Sales Management)
in June. Hockey is a good thing for a while, but you can't
rely on it forever."
But for now, Latreille will enjoy his stay in the limelight,
kicking up his heels and churning out the points.

Andre Latreille

staff photo by Al Fuchs

Falcon cagers picked sixth in MAC media poll
by Joe MeiiziT
assistant sports editor

Huskie squad, but he is the most
noticable on the court, as evidenced
by the double and triple-teaming he is
Central Michigan basketball coach subjected to.
Dick Parf itt took the podium yester"Someone asked me the other day if
day at the Mid-American Conference Allen was a good one-on-one player
basketball media meeting in Perrys- and I had to say that I honestly don't
burg and said,"Commissioner Jacoby know," NIU coach John McDougal
had all us coaches in the back room said. "He's so used to having two and
and told us to come out here and be three players on him that he might not
positive. Judging from the first eight even know himself."
speakers, we're going to have an
Rayhorn, a 6-9 forward-center, was
eight-way tie for first. I'm going to third in the league in scoring (18.8
have to deviate from that and tell the ppg) last year and second in reboundtruth."
ing (11.1 rpg) and is a legitimate AllWith that, Parf itt laid it on the line America candidate.
and apparently got his wish later in
"Hey, he's not the only player we've
the day, when it was announced that got either," McDougal said.
his Chippewas had been picked for the
Besides Rayhorn, McDougal also
cellar in this year's MAC race.
has 6-10 center Ron Lindfors and 6-8
Here is a rundown of each of the forwards Tim Dillon and Bruce JohnMAC teams in the order they were son to give the Huskies good size up
picked to finish by the media:
front. Johnson is recovering slowly
1. BALL STATE - The Cardinals, from a broken foot and will not be
one of last year's five regular season seeing much action right away,
co-champions and winner of the MAC according to McDougal.
post-season tournament, lost five se3. TOLEDO - The Rockets lost last
niors from last year's squad, but have year's MAC Player of the Year, Harfive new seniors ready to fill the void, vey Knuckles, to graduation, but still
according to Coach Steve Yoder.
figure to be in the thick of the title
Yoder said that 6-foot-5 seniors Bob chase
Albertson and C.C. Fullove, both of
Coach Bobby Nichols has a young
whom saw considerable action last team, with no seniors, and said that
year, will probably start at the two he plans to open the season with a
forward positions, while 7-foot senior lineup that includes a freshman (Ken
Jeff Parker, who did not play much Epperson), three sophomores (John
last year, will fill the middle. John Green, Reeves Northrup and Tim
Williams, another senior, will start at Reiser) and one junior (Mitch Ad§uard with junior Ray McCallum, a 5- amek.
sharpshooter who was fourth in the
Adamek, a 6-7 forward-center, avconference in scoring last year with eraged 13.8 points and 8.7 rebounds
an 18.4 points per game average.
per game last season, and may be the
The fifth senior, 5-11 guard Rick key to UT's chances.
Hampton, is "the quickest kid I've
"Defense will be our strong suit,"
ever had and, if it weren't for McCal- Nichols said. "Rebounding concerns
lum, he could start," Yoder said.
us, though. You can play real good
Yoder also has a crop of valuable defense, but if they get a second or
transfers that could help his team third shot every time, you're not
right away. Jon Mansbury, who led going to look so good."
Texas Christian in scoring two years
4. WESTERN MICHIGAN - To lisago, and David Scott, a transfer from ten to WMU coach Les Wothke, the
Arkansas, could figure in the Cardinal Broncos would not figure to be buckfuture. Yoder expects the 6-7 ing for a championship.
Mansbury to help his team's inside
"'We're not blessed with great
game, but saids that Scott, while quickness, we're going to be small,
talented, lacks motivation.
and defensively, we won't be that
2. NORTHERN ILLINOLS - Allen great," Wothke said. "We have not
Rayhorn isn't the only player on the yet set on a starting lineup - one spot
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is wide open and another is questionable."
What Wothke fails to mention is that
WMU also has a pair of explosive
offensive players in 6-5 forward Jasper McElroy (16.9 ppg, 5.5 rpg) and 65 guard Walker D. Russell (16.0, 4.8)
back from last year's squad that led
the conference in field goal percentage and was third in scoring. Russell
was a first team all-MAC selection
last year.
Wothke also said that he was happy
with his recruiting class, even though
top recruit Steve Drew, Cincinnati's
High School Player of the Year last
year, is out for the season with a knee
injury.
MAC Preseason Poll

1.
2.
3.
4.

Ball State (35)
N. Illinois (20)
Toledo (4)
W. Michigan (5)
5. E. Michigan (3)
6. Bowling Green
7. Kent State
8. Ohio University
8. Miami
II . C. Michigan

586
518
594
433
418
366

260
206
206
98

5. EASTERN MICHIGAN - The
Hurons have become increasingly
more competitive under third-year
Coach Jim Boyce, and EMU returns
five of its top six scorers from last
season's 13-14 team.
The returners are led by first team
all-MAC selection Jeff Zatkoff, a 6-9
forward that averaged 17.5 points and
6.7 rebounds per game last season.
Also returning are Marlow McClain
(14.6), Jack Brusewitz (10.9, 5.4),
Anthony White (7.4, 4.8) and Johnnie
Bailey (5.1).
Junior college transfers Spencer
Gardner Keith Walker and Eric Watson should provide immediate help at
the point guard position, according to
Boyce. Vince Giles, a 6-9 freshman
out of Detroit, will also see some
playing time, Boyce said.
"For the first time since I've been
here, we can run, and I think we have

to run," Boyce said. "We also are
stressing defense, and hoping for consistency there. We want to play good
defense and run the break, loo."
S. BOWLING GREEN - As the
Falcons prepare for tomorrow night's
opening exhibition game in Anderson
Arena against Guelph (Ont.) University, Coach John Weinert remains
cautiously optimistic about the 1981-82
season.
The questionable status of forward
Colin Irish (14.5 ppg, 7.4 rpg), who
injured his knee last season, had it
operated on in the off-season, and
then re-intured it in pre-season practice, could leave a large hole to till in
the Falcon frontcourt.
Weinert said that he plans to start
David Greer, Marcus Newbern, David Jenkins Bill Faine and John
Flowers in tomorrow's exhibition.
Weinert also said that he expects
rebounding help this season from a
pair of 6-8 newcomers, freshman Joe
Harrison and junior college transfer
Lamar Jackson.
"I think we'll be a little better
rebounding team," Weinert added.
"We're stronger from one-to-ten
(player-wise) than we have been."
7. KENT STATE -A strong finish
last season has Coach Ed Douma
hopeful that the Golden Flashes can
be a contender for the MAC crown this
season.
Douma said that he feels he has a
'•pretty solid lineup" in 6-3 Geoff
Warren (9.8 ppg), 64) Kenny Howell
(6.7), 6-4 Curtis Moore (9.7), 6-7 Tyrone Evans (7.4, 5.2 rpg) and 6-8 Ed
Kaminski (8.4, 5.4), all of whom
started the latter part of last season.
"We had a solid lineup in February
last year and our top seven players
are returning," Douma said. "Experience, of course, is the number one
criteria for being a good team.
8. OHIO UNIVERSITY AND MIAMI (tie) - "For me, last year was
like being a virgin and losing my
virginity, OU coach Danny Nee said
of his first year as a head coach.
The Bobcats finished 7-20 last season and Nee is expecting senior point
guard Kirk Lehman to spearhead the
offense again this season. Lehman
(12.0 ppg) was second on the team in

Hedric said his three-guard offense together very well and our team conwill depend heavily on the play of cept is our strong suit. We'll have
Craig Tubbs (14.1) and Jeff Lisath more depth than in the past," Hedric
(7.9, 4.3) at guards and 6-8 George said.
Sweigert (9.4,7.6) underneath,
10. CENTRAL MICHIGAN - Parfitt
scoring last year behind Tim Woodson was right when he said that things do
(13.4,6.4 rpg), who also returns.
not look rosy for his team this year.
"Basically, we're a much improved
All-MAC guard Melvin McLaughlin
team, but we're still inexperienced," is the only experienced player returnNee said. "Recruiting was satisfac- ing for the Chippewas, who lost eight
tory and I am expecting our younger lettermen from last season. McKople to come in and give us a Laughlin was second in the confernch."
ence in scoring last season with a 20.8
Miami's Redskins lost two key play- per game average.
ers to graduation in leading scorer Al
"We are inexperienced and young.
Watkins (15.6 ppg) and Joe Niekamp We have no seniors, and only one
(9.0, 5.1 rpg), and lost another top junior (McLaughlin) with any letplayer for 4-6 weeks when 6-7 forward ters." Parfitt said. "Our first two
Tony Lehman broke his hand in prac- weekends and into the next week of
tice.
our schedule are tough. If we can
"Our best athletes are guards. Our survive the onslaught and gain some
speed is very good, our players play confidence, we'll be all right."

Brads haw and Sipe keys in
AFC Central showdown
BEREA, Ohio (AP) - As the Cleveland Browns prepare for their second
match this season against Pittsburgh
- this time on home turf - the pressure
is mounting on the quarterbacks of
both football teams.
"Yes, it all could boil down to the
one who has the hot hand," said
Browns head coach Sam Rutigliano.
"The importance of the quarterback can t be overemphasized in
f—
:e this. They can make the
C
„., and come up with the big
plays, the kind that win games."
Steelers quarterback Terry
Bradshaw is coming off his best game
of the season in Atlanta last Sunday.
He fired his all-time high of five
touchdown passes and even forced
one defensive back to the bench.
Bradshaw had been in a relatively
long slump this season. But one week
before the Atlanta game, Pittsburgh
coach Chuck Noll had backup Cliff
Stoudt warming up during a game in
Seattle. Stoudt never played because
he broke his arm while testing his
strength on a punching bag. Pittsburgh lost.

FREE
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on any s'ze pizza with one or more
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FrM Delivery
352-3166

Expires Dec. 3,1981

Having the threat of replacement
removed, however, appeared to help
Bradshaw, who has lost confidence in
himself on several occasions during
his career, despite four Super Bowl
rings.
He has a history of starting well,
trailing off and closing fast.
Unlike Browns quarterback Brian
Sipe, who has been bothered with
physical problems, Bradshaw has enjoyed good health. Although he has
gone back to running on occasion with
31 carries for 142 yards, he has missed
only a couple of plays.
SD7E AND BRADSHAW, however,
have one situation in common. Both
have been operating without key receivers through much of the season.
Dave Logan is the man Sipe has
missed most. The sure-handed receiver from Colorado has been ailing
more often than not and has caught
just two touchdown passes. He missed
the victory over San Francisco last
week with a pulled hamstring muscle
and is questionable for the Steelers
game.
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Living/Arts
Deaf artist enjoys
wildlife carvings
by Marie Cisterino
News staff reporter
Brent Borden's life is for the birds.
A wildlife lover since childhood, he
gives immortality to the game birds
he enjoys watching and hunting. He
carves them out of wood.
Deaf since birth, the senior art
education major has never heard the
cries and songs of nature's feathered
friends, instead, he. listens and
watches with his eyes and imagination.
His keen senses guide him through
his transformation process. A simple
piece of wood is carefully tooled,
sanded, carved and whittled by the
craftsman who then burns in the fine
details. After an oil brushing the
wooden figure is given character with
careful dappling and lines of colors.
Carving birds is what Borden says
he likes to do best, and he's making a
handsome profit from a skilled craft
he found he was good at.
He proudly offers a photo album
displaying pictures of all the bird
carvings he has finished. The first few
he gave away. The rest, including a
pheasant, mallard, wood duck and a
Canadian goose he sold at prices ranging from $350 to $550. The orders keep
coming in and, as a result, his prices
are going up.

Brant Borden's enjoyment ol hunting and flahing ia reflected in his artwork, usually paintings ol landscapes and woodcarvlngs ol gam* birda.

photo by Ron Hagler

Males enter nursing profession

PAINTING LANDSCAPES of nature is something he also does well.
Several of his paintings have already
sold, including the ones he recently
took to be appraised by a University
art professor. Although he likes to
paint, carving makes him happy and
keeps him busy, he says.

He first became interested in bird
carving while enrolled as an art student at Ohio Wesleyan College. Admiring a piece that one of his
instructors had completed, he says he
decided to try the art for himself only
to discover his natural talent.
"It took me a long, long time to
finish the first one. Now I can make
one decoy in about a week or two."
Most of the work he does in a
woodshop at his home in Fremont.
AN AVID HUNTER and fisherman
all his life, Borden says he used to get
models for his carvings by hunting
them. He found, however, that at
times killing wildlife was not such an
amusing sport.
'Game birds are beautiful to shoot.
Sometimes I bring them home,"(he
Sretends to hold one upside down by
le legs) "and my mother makes
faces at me and complains, complains, complains."
He vividly recalls one duck hunting
experience that wasn't so pleasant.
"One duck I shot wouldn't die. I
kept shooting it. I shot it about three
times but it wouldn't give up. It just
wouldn't die and I had to kill it. There
was blood all over my boat."
Unable to hear the sounds of ducus
in the hunting area, Borden says he
must have sharp eyesight and watch
more carefully than hunters who can
hear.
"I never do duck calls like some of
the hunters." He cups his hand
around his mouth as if he were holding a duck call, playfully mocking the
noise it makes.
continued on page 8

Patient care no longer considered 'women's work'
school guidance counselor who at- don't think their view changes the
a woman's job.
And although there are obstacles to temptedto steer him away from nurs- way they think of me when I do."
His roommate, Jay, chuckles in the
cross, such as peer pressure and fears ing and into hospital administration.
of possibly not being accepted by
NONETHELESS, Schmit says he background.
Picture yourself as a patient in a patients, there is nothing blocking the held tight to his aspirations and with
JAY SAYS it makes no difference
path these men will take if they want the acceptance from his family, en- that his friend is going to be a nurse,
hospital.
if s time for your daily temperature to make the commitment. There is no
and blood pressure readings. Anx- sex discrimination.
iously looking at the doorway, you
"The female reaction is that they
expect a pretty nurse to bring you two
TOM SCHMIT, a sophomore nursgiant horse pills and a fresh pitcher of ing major, got his interest in the field
think it's real great for working
ice water.
of medicine from his siblings. His two
on male patients, but,
To your surprise, a man in a mint brothers are doctors and two sisters
green shirt ana white pants greets you are nurses.
stay away from me.' "
and immediately begins taking your
He says he chose to be a nurse
vital statistics.
instead of a doctor because he didn't
-Tom Schmit
You were probably surprised be- want the responsibility of being on
cause, traditionally, nurses have been call all the time or to spend so many
stereotyped for females only.
years in school.
The idea of being a nurse became
as a pre-nursing student at the recalling the time he had a knee
BUT THE NURSING profession is serious while he was in the hospital as rolled
University.
operation and was cared for by a
taking on new perspectives as the a patient during his senior year of
Peer pressure consisted of male.
number of males in the field continues high school. Although primarily "friendly
teasing," he says, although
The problem is female attitude,
to increase.
tended by female nurses, he says he
didn t take the teasing seriously Schmit believes.
Several men at the University who did come in contact with one male he
the thought of him being a
are studying to become nurses say nurse who further inspired his desire knowing
nurse really didn't bother them.
"The female reaction is that they
they have no regrets in choosing to to study nursing.
"People find it kind of interesting. think it's real great for working on
become part of a medical profession
Once his thoughts became appar- They
sort of sound surprised when I male patients, but, 'stay away from
that has, in the past, been regarded as ent, he presented his goals to a high tell them
I'm going to be a nurse, but I me.'
by Marie Cisterlno
News staff reporter

"The same feeling I'm going to feel
when I work on a female patient is
how a female feels working on a male.
I don't think I have a handicap or
anything."
SCHMIT BELIEVES male nurses
should have no trouble having successful nurse-doctor relationships.
Perhaps males will be more accepted
by male doctors, he says, although he
expects not to be treated any differently than a female is as far as duties
are concerned.
"Sometimes I wonder if I'll be used
as a work horse. 'Come here and lift
this 300 pound patient,' or get stuck
with the heavy work."
He anticipates problems with female patients who might refuse to be
treated by a male. He says if it
happens, he'll just have to put up with
it because he has no choice, it's a
patient's prerogative." He hopes such
instances won't affect his performance.
Being a minority in a program
made up almost entirely by female
students no longer bothers him. In
fact, he believes he's grown to better

understand the female population by
having them as classmates.
"AT FIRST I felt strange, but I got
over it pretty quick. It's interesting
that I sort of think that I know women
a little bit better than other guys
because I'm around them more than
the average guy is.The girls talk
openly around me with other girls."
Schmit has chosen not to specialize
in a particular patient care area, but
rather get his masters' degree in
order to teach nursing someday.
Doug Blakely, also a sophomore,
plans to work in the patient care area
and not as a teacher.
He decided to be a nurse after he
found he didn't want the commitments of pre-medicine, but wanted to
remain in health care. Nursing was
not exactly what he had in mind at
first, but with a mother, sister-in-law
and three aunts who are nurses, he
says he had no trouble making his
decision.
THAT DECISION made his friends
"do a double take." He wasn't sure
how they'd react, but he says it
continued on page S

Area grocery stores watch for shoplifters
by Wendy Wltte
News Reporter
Minnie Pearl Black, 68, limped into
the Foodfair grocery store in a small
Wood County town pushing her metal
food cart. Minnie stands 4 feet 11
inches tall, is as round as she is tall,
and wears her gray hair braided
around her head. She looks like a
typical grandmother.
But Minnie was caught by a store
manager putting two cans of Chicken
of the Sea tuna fish and a can of
sardines into the pocket of her purpleflowered cotton dress.
Two seniors at the University, former freshman roommates, are talking at a party. "Remember when we
used to raid Kroger's late at night?"
asked Karen with a laugh.
"Yeah. They didn't know what hit
them," answered the second girl,
Lisa.
A third person asks what did hit
Kroger's.

still a cause of concern among store
managers and owners.
"It's a problem in every store,"
David Jackson, manager of Great
Scot said.
"I have no idea of the dollars lost
per month, " he said. Estimates of
nationwide shoplifting losses of 3 billion per year are made.

"You never catch them all," he
said. "Hard-hit places say they lose
five percent profits on shoplifting. We
say we lose around three percent.
"Some stores hire security if it gets
out of hand. It's not out of hand in this
store," Hemmert said.
One of the stores that felt the problem was out of hand was the Kroger
Store. They have hired Risk Management, a Columbus-based security
firm. Risk works with the management to catch shoplifters. They use
security investigators, a catwalk system, and store employees walking the
floor, according to Steve Patterson,
executive-in-charge at Risk.

"WE HAVE CAMERAS and employees watching. We catch on the
average of one per month. That's
really nil compared to how many are
doing it," Jackson said.
Great Scot does prosecute the shoplifters it catches. I don't care who it
is. We have signs up warning them.
We feel we have no choice but to
prosecute," Jackson said.
"I feel that 95 percent of the stu"WE WORK WITH 96 stores in
dents are as good as gold." Jackson Toledo,
Columbus, and surrounding
said. "But five percent will steal, and areas. We
approximately 150
out of 15,000 students, that's quite a er week. catch
It's more of a problem
few."
ward the end of the month in inner"Based on empty wrappers we find city stores when checks are due to
around the store, it takes no effort to come in," said Patterson.
find $30, $40,or $50 a week just on
evidence that is left behind. It's defiRisk recovers the merchandise
nitely substantial. As an example, I when they catch the shoplifter. The
found a stapler wrapper on the floor average amount taken ranges from 59
festerday. Another day I might not cents for candy or a pack of cigarettes
ind anything. It varies quite a bit to $30 worth of meat. "They can easily
from day to day," said one store get out of the store with $50 worth of
manager who asked not to be identi- meat with the price of meat today,"
fied.
said Patterson.

"US, " Karen, a tall blonde with
designer jeans and make-up out of
"Vogue" magazine said. "We'd go in
the middle of the night, go to the back
of the store and pig out. We'd eat
blueberry muffins, doughnuts, and
candy," she finished. •
"Yeah, we were Just silly freshmen
then, I wouldn't do that now," Lisa
said.
"It was just a phase we went
through," Karen said. "Were we
According to the Bowling Green
dumb... what if we'd been caught?"
A * P MANAGER Gary Hemmert
Although shoplifting in Bowling said his employees "keep their eyes Police Department, 109 shoplifters
Green grocery stores is not as big of a open while stocking shelves," but have been caught in Bowling Green
problem as in inner city stores, it is don't catch many shoplifters.
this year. The punishment varies,

ranging from a fine of up to $1,000, five
days to six months in jail, or both fine
and Jail sentence and attendance at
the Economic Crime Program.
The Economic Crime Program educates shoplifters as to the losses managers and store owners must take and

subsequent higher prices due to shoplifting. The sessions are held for three
consecutive days, two-and-one-half
hours at a time.
Most shoplifters in Bowling Green
are fined 75 plus court costs, given a
five-day jail sentence or the option of

attending the Economic Crime Program. Most attend these sessions
rather than spend five days in jail.
The store manager who caught Minnie Pearl Black decided not to prosecute. But her neighbors are no longer
as friendly as before.
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Joggers can still exercise despite winter weather
Lastly, If you are thinking of investing in a new pair of running shoes,
consider purchasing leather since it
will give you more protection from
water ana snow. All in all, lust be
careful and remember to watch out
for icy patches.

muscles, before you go outdoors.
De»r Dr. Well-Be,
Secondly, make sure you dress proI started a running program two
months ago, and have really benefited perly without overdressing. You don't
from having a regular exercise nave to wear a great deal of clothing
roatine. I am concerned, however, to keep warm since you will be
that as the whiter months approach, I generating your own heat as you run.
will have to give op jogging- outdoors
It Is advisable that you wear a hat
because of the weather. Is there and
mittens. It also might help to
anything special I can do?
wear a mask or scarf over your mouth
Signed, to warm the air before it enters your
Slipping Away lungs, since breathing can be a problem to some runners.
Dear Slipping,
It is also a good idea to layer your
There is no reason you should stop clothing for colder weather. For exrunning in the winter if you follow a ample, a turtleneck, sweatshirt and
few basic rules. To prevent injuries, it sweatpants may be layered with therIs important that you do warm-up ex- mal underwear or tights for very cold
ercises to stretch your leg and calf days.
from pagt 7 •
artist
Game birds are rarely his target

anymore. With little time to do much
more than persevere and improve his
carving skills, he says he has com"Quack. quack, quack," he laughs.
"I couldn't do that. I shoot with my
eyes."
mitted himself to carving, which will
always be his number one priority in
life.
MOST OF HIS CUSTOMERS are
hunters, wildlife lovers or collectors.

His first creation was a wood duck,
but now he has expanded his carving
techniques and ideas to include map
lards, pheasants and others, along
with his latest creation (already
sold)."a loon with a curved fish in his
moutn."
"Orders are driving me crazy," he
says. There are eight orders already
placed for a pheasant, two Canadian
geese, three swans, a mallard, a wood
duck and a dove.
He's even got his mother on order

Dear Dr. Well-Be,
Lately, I have been using speed to
help me stay awake when I want to
pull "all-nighters." What is speed and
is It addicting?
Signed,
Wide Awake

ting after five or more cups a day. In Counseling and Career Development
addition, both of these stimulants can Office.
cause irritability, nervousness and
nausea in the people who take them.
Lastly, if you really must stay
awake to finish something, try not to
If speed and caffine are not the rely on stimulants to do the trick for
answer to help you stay awake during you. Concentrate on taking breaks
all-nighters, then what is? Actually, between your studying, going to the
the problem may be a more basic one. recreation center or doing deep
You should ask yourself If the all- breathing exercises to get oxygen to
nighters you are "pulling" really are your brain and help you stay alert in a
necessary. Is there anyway that you healthier way.
can more efficently manage your
Caffine and amphetamines, though, time and still get the amount of sleep
All answers have been researched
were not designed to heln people SDur body requires to operate effecstudy. Speed is not physically addicvely? You may want to look into at- by The Well peer counselor. If you
ting, but it can cause you to become tending one of the Time Management have questions for Dr. Well-Be, write,
psychologically dependent. Caffine, workshops or pick up information drop in, or call The WeU at 24382, 2nd
on the other hand, is physically addic- about Time Management from the floor University Health Center.
Dear Awake,
The term "speed" Is a street name
for amphetamines, such as
Benzedrin, Dexedrine, Methadrine
and Desoxyn, which are stimulants of
the Central Nervous System. These
drugs have the ability to produce increased activity and alertness while
masking fatigue. For this reason,
some people, like yourself, use speed
to stay awake just as others use coffee
to obtain the same result

— nurses *-■»■• *■
vacation in the Florida Keys.
"I like art that describes people's
lives," he says, showing off a picture
of himself holding a sizeable fish
while standing on his family's boat,
"An Apple a Day."
Someday he hopes to paint a picture
of his brother on the lake in their boat.
He also wants to carve birds with
open wings instead of closed.
AFTER HE GRADUATES in De"Sometimes I wish I had eight arms
cember, Borden says he'll use some of so I could get more carving done," he
the profit earned from his craft to said with a chuckle.
mx iae--«-: »«»■<>
for three swans to be used as a base
for a glass table.
Sometime next year, he'll be traveling to Maryland to participate in his
first decoy contest snow.
"I don't care about winning awards.
It's going to be hard to win awards
against other people's carvings.
They're great!"
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•Dine In Or Take Out
• Orders Ready in 20 Minutes
• Famous Original Thin Crust
• Great Sicilian Topper" • salad Bar
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Tim Green
T.C. Johnson
John DiNardo
Mark Vinciguerra
Rich Barber
Dutch Gordon
Pat Fogarty
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[ Dixie Electric Co.
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An Entertainment Utility

OHIO vs MICHIGAN
Warm-up Friday, November 20
This is that time of year again; the
time of year when Ohio State and
Michigan rivalries begin to reach
their peak.
This year Dixie will be helping you
get in the spirit for the big
game Saturday.
So be sure to come dressed in your
favorite team's colors - and prepare
for Saturday's game by partying at the
Dixie Friday night.

.

Craig Nikrant
Phil Callesen
Paul Henderson

...and Fall Associate Members:
j
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Pizza inn"
1616E.WoosterSt.
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area not really explored by men. I
was kind of worried about opinions,
but I found there aren't any. You're
accepted."
Bemg a male might create some
problems for him in the future, he
says.
r
'When you're taking care of a patient, guys will let female nurses take
care of them - give them a bed bath.
For a guy to give a woman a bed bath,
that's touchy. That's a different situation."

CONGRATULATIONS
to all the new
Lambda Chi Alpha Actives,

The Great American Classic
_
—
g
—

"wasn't a big hang-up."
He had the most trouble trying to
convince his fiance that he was serious."She wouldn't believe me until I
showed her the outline of my
courses."
Just like Schmit, Blakely believes
it's the women who are having the
hardest time accepting men into the
nursing field. Adjusting to a class
predominately female was more of a
challenge than a threat, he says.
"I felt like a pioneer. You go into an

COME PLUG VQURStlF IN

*

Ray Baker
Scott Kibler
Tony Giunta
Brian McCann
Blaise Strandquist
Mike Pickard
Jad Davey
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'Philemon' causes laughter, tears
ByJeffMauch
News Reporter
The city of Antioch was a stark
and empty place in 287 A.D. Still
under the stranglehold of a crumbling, ruthless Roman Empire, Antioch was a pathetic theater of
human suffering and degradation.
The citizens of Antioch were
desolate creatures stripped of
almost everything that
distinguishes a human being from
an animal. The Romans treated
most of them as dirt. Starvation
and loathsome diseases such as
leprosy were as common as night
and day.
It is in this world of misery and
alienation that the theatrical production "Philemon' is set. The central figure in this tragicomedy of
sort is, ironically, a clown named
'Cochian.' Played with a passionate zeal by Doug Hendel, a docturnal student from Waterville,
Cochian is introduced in the first
act as a selfish beggar. lacking as
much in principle- ::z he is in
material gain. Cochian is also
desperate to escape the life of Antioch. So desperate is he that he
sells false 'security insurance to
Christians who live in constant fear
of being hauled off to Roman work
camps.

Cochian is finally brought before
the Roman official Marcus, who is
captain of Antioch on charges of
stealing, subversion and even pimping'. Marcus offers Cochian a
means of atonement, though, and
'sets the stage' for the ensuing
dramatic tale. The 'deal' Marcus
offers Cochian calls for Cochian to
impersonate the Christian leader
'Philemon' who has been captured
and tortured to death by the
Romans. Philemon holds incredible influence over the people of Antioch, who do not know of his fate,
and maintains a line of communication with other important
sect leaders. In exchange for the
names of these leaders gained
through deceit by Cochian, Marcus
promises to set him free.
The stage on which the University's production of Philemon is
cast consists of a stark arrangement of wooden piers dominated Dy
a raised wooden platform in the
rear, accessible on either side by a
winding staircase. The side and
back 'skeletal frames' provide a
boarder for the barren, woodentiered floor which serves both dusty street and prison deck.
It is the emptiness of the stage
that compliments most
dramatically the empty lives

around which 'Philemon' revolves.
It is this emptiness, more that
anything else, also, that persists
within the character Cochian. As
the musical progressed, however,
more and more is added to the
stage. Colorful banners are draped
across the wooden piers. Deep rich
lights stream down upon the set.
adding a new dimension ana
warmth to the slowly fading
starkness.
But all of this is preceded by a
storyline saturated with the
tempests of emotional conflict. For
Cochian finds himself troubled at
what he has been sent to do. A newly found conscience begins to cry
out; louder and louder with each
passing minute Cochian spends in a
Roman prison, witness direct to the
suffering of his fellow people.
Act II of Philemon is opened by
Marcus, singing a solo intitled, '"i
love harmony and order". The
song typifies the Roman attitude
and philosophy surrounding imperial conquest. In short, anything
or anyone that does not fit into the
predetermined scheme of things
must be either changed or
eliminated, giving no heed to
morality, decency or justice. Later
in the act, Marcus gives credence

to the brutal reality of this
philosophy when he confesses to
Cochian that he "detests crying
children. If a child cries out
because it is hungry," he says, "I
believe you should quickly, and
with mercy, kill it."
Immediately, then, the audience
is presented with the burning
ember of revulsion that will slowly
begin to blaze within Cochian's
heart. This ember is fanned by the
fervent display of faith shown to
Cochian by a prisoner he meets in
the dungeons of a Roman jail named Andos. Ardently portrayed by
Bob Kellog, a sophomore from
Beliefontaine, Andos pledges his
life to Cochian as Philemon.
All of this leads up to an emotional, dramatic conclusion that
leaves the audience teary-eyed.
awed by a great moral victory and
virtuous sacrifice. Overall, then,
'Philemon' proves to be a wonderful success as presented on the
stage of University Hall's Main
Auditorium. The stage and lighting
crew deserve special appreciation
for their ingenious efforts. The cast
is a combination of rare talent and
the directors show a remarkable
sense of trie musical's intent. It is
indeed a wonderful show!

Soap fans swarm to see Luke and Laura wed

photo by
Therts* Paglow, a senior theater major, plays Kiki, a Roman prostitute
In the University Theater production ol Philemon. Here she sings In Tim Appel
prison while waiting for Philemon to return.

by the Associated Press
Soap-opera fans ducked out of work,
threw parties and crowded into appliance stores to watch the star-crossed
wedding of Luke Spencer and Laura
Weber Baldwin on the wildly offbeat
TV soap "General Hospital.'
From colleges to courthouses,
"GH" addicts were buzzing about
Tuesday's episode in ABC's top-rated
soap and wondering what would happen next. It was one of the most
eagerly anticipated soap opera episodes since viewers found out at the
. beginning of the 1980-81 season who
shot J.R. Ewing on prime-time's
"Dallas."
Even movie star Elizabeth Taylor
watched it - she played the mysterious Helena Cassadine in a special
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ENTERTAINMENT

The Ghost and
Mrs. Muir
Thur8 00PM
Gish Theatre
Free & Open

I TUESDAY NIGHT IS
FAMILY NIGHT '
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T-Shirts
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Good from 4 p.m. to 9 p.m.

Luckv Steer
1726 E. Wooster

SPECIAL PIZZA PARTY
GROUP BUFFET
(10 or More People)

ALL You Can Eat
PIZZA-SALAD AND LARGE
SOFT DRINK

Some Day Service
Often Available -Phone First

352-7031

$3.50

Featuring

Musical Highlights of the
'81 Football Season
Flag Corps & Twirler
Choreography
TICKETS AT THE DOOR
Adults $2.00
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Sunday, Nov. 22,3:00 P.M.
Anderson Arena
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"I told my boss that I had to go to a
wedding," Cathy Menzano, who
works in the beauty salon of Strawbridge & Clothier in Philadelphia,
said as she and about 80 other people
watched GH Monday on 39 TV sets on
display in the department store.
About 1,000 people came to a punchand-cake party in an Indianapolis
hotel Tuesday sponsored by radio
station WIBC and television station
WRTV, which broadcasts GH locally.
The nuptials were shown on three
giant TV screens, with the middle one
flanked by a five-tiered wedding cake
and candelabra.

more than a steakhouse

FRI & SAT
Midnight
210MSC
S1W Student ID

Mark S. Kelly, Barry Kopetz - conductors

SHOP HIIUII

( h'irles

$4.99

Marsha Mason • Kristy McNkhnl

No Nukes
Alex Bevin - an excellent entertainer

the show from anemic ratings four
years ago. and it has thrived on trouble for the inhabitants of Port

tllll)

THECHEAT

Two Great Shows 8 & 10 PM
Advance Tickets $3.50
in UAO Office
At Door $4.00

versity dormitory in Ypsilanti. "But
now it's become acceptable to take
classes in the morning and watch
your soap in the afternoon."
Monday, for instance, was Anne
Logan Day, in honor of the GH nurse
who has maintained her chastity.
There was to be a seminar on birth
control.
THE CROWD of 60 students watching the wedding Tuesday at Ohio State
University in Columbus was quiet at
first, but there was whistling when
Luke removed Laura's bridal garter,
groaning when Miss Taylor's character put a curse on the couple, and
screaming and applause when Luke
punched Laura's ex-husband.
"General Hospital" is no ordinary
soap. Producer Gloria Monty saved

All-You-Con-Eat Salad Bar and choice of potato
♦or

RICH

&4i

TONIGHT & TOMORROW
SIDEDOOR UNION
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I

ENDS
TONIGHT!
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CAMPUS
FILMS

ALEX BEVAN

guest appearance and lurked in the
background as Luke and Laura were
wed. She had told the producers she
wanted to be there for the wedding.
DESPITE THE HULLABALOO
througout the nation, the characters
in the soap opera were as woebegone
as ever - before the wedding was over
the newlyweds had been cursed and
the bridegroom had leaped over a
balcony in a brawl. Luke, played by
Tony Geary, left the wedding angry
and Laura, Genie Francis, was in
tears.
The fans ate it up.
"At first I hated to tell people that I
watched (GH)," said Sandy Pfau of
Defiance, Ohio, who organized a week
of GH related lectures and parties this
week at her Eastern Michigan Uni-
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COME BLOW YOUR HORN!!!!
The Athletic Band and Concert Bands are now organizing,
lor Winter Quarter. Any student interested in Athletic
Band should contact the Band Office 372-2181. Ext. 249 to
obtain additional information. Brass especially needed!
Auditions for the 3 Concert Bands will begin Monday,
11/30. Students interested in the Concert Bands should sign
the list posted outside Room 1010 Musical Arts Center, or
telephone 372-2181, Ext. 249 for further information
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SPECIAL TWO PERSON RATE
2 Bedroom Apts. 1 Bedroom Aprs. Efficiencies
FURNISHEDor UNFURNISHED
• all utilities included
e gas heat
•
except lights
• swimming pool
• laundry facilities
• party room
available
• game room
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COMMUTER OFF-CAMPUS
ORGANIZATION
OFFERS

THE ESCORT SERVICE
or come to C.O.C.O.
Office Basement of Mosley Hall

CALL 372-0360

"Find It At Finders'
"Your Record Library"
BEST SELECTION

GBEAIPRICES!

...Take advantage of our

$1 TRADE-OFF!
FOR EACH ALBUM OR TAPE YOU BRING IN FOR TRADE,
WELL TAKE $1 OFF ANY REGULARLY PRICED ALBUM OR
TAPE IN OUR STOCK.
Buy one - trade one, buy 2 - trade 2,...etc.
Trade-ins must be in good condition.
Sale items and used items excluded from offer.

Finders
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CHERRYWOOD
HEALTH SPA
835 HIGH STREET
(SOUTHEAS r CORNER HIGH & 8th STREETS)

GRAND OPENING!
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Complete Facilities for Men
& Women
i Hydro-Spa Whirlpool

eMetos Sauna

SHARP

> Indoor Heated Pool

• Shower Massage

MELODY CALCULATOR

• Complete Exercise Facilities and Equipment
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Soft pullovefi in V-neck collor style. Hot or
ribbed acrylic polyester Sues SMI.XI
NO KINCHfCKl. »T HAST II FBI STOSH.

Neck is stew I
reinforced for
strength. Six
steel strings.
Four position
dots. Protective pickguord.
Plastic tuning
pegs. Hi-gloss
finish.
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1080 SOUTH MAIN, BOWLING GREEN

STORE DAILY 10 00-1C 00
SUNDAY 11:00-6:00

SOURS

Friendly Atomosphere - Private Lockers - Dressing Rooms
Swimming Lessons - Lounge - Cloak Room - Diet Tip
Open 7 Days a Week - Outside Recreation - Snack Bar
Consultation - Hair Dryers, Vanity

MEMBERSHIPS
3 Months $99 6 Months $149

1 Year $249

LADIES AND MEN'S HOURS:
Mon. thru Fri. 9a.m. to 10p.m.
Sat. 11a.m. to 4p.m.
Sun. 1 p.m. to 4p.m.(in season)

WOMEN ONLY
Mon.-Wed.-Fri 9 to 12
FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT THE
HEALTH SPA CALL 352-9378
GUARANTEED MEMBERSHIPS
PIEDMONT CORP.-OWNER

